The wealth of opinions expressed in micro-blogs, such as tweets, motivated researchers to develop techniques for automatic opinion detection. However, accuracies of such techniques are still limited. Moreover, current techniques focus on detecting sentiment polarity regardless of the topic (target) discussed. Detecting sentiment towards a specific target, referred to as target-dependent sentiment classification, has not received adequate researchers' attention. Literature review has shown that all target-dependent approaches use supervised learning techniques. Such techniques need a large number of labeled data. However, labeling data in social media is cumbersome and error prone. The research presented in this paper addresses this issue by employing semi-supervised learning techniques for target-dependent sentiment classification. Semisupervised learning techniques make use of labeled as well as unlabeled data. In this paper, we present a new semi-supervised learning technique that uses less number of labeled micro-blogs than that used by supervised learning techniques. Experiment results have shown that the proposed technique provides comparable accuracy.
Introduction
Social platforms include currently a huge repository of considerable opinions that are gathered from whole strata of society. These opinions play an important role in dominating and shaping decisions in sovereign fields such as politics, economics, sports, etc. Thus, automatic detection of opinion polarities expressed in micro-blogs (such as tweets) is a highly desirable service and its importance increased significantly with availability of numerous free social platforms [1] .
There have been many techniques proposed in the literature for opinion mining especially in short text, known as micro-blogs. Most of such techniques are target-independent, that is they identify the sentiment expressed in a given micro-blog without taking into consideration the topic (target) being discussed in the micro-blog. Such techniques may misclassify some micro-blogs that include more than one target since they always assign same opinion polarity to the micro-blog regardless which target is considered. Recently, more accurate techniques have been proposed to detect a sentiment towards each target included in the micro-blog, referred to as target-dependent sentiment classification techniques [2] .
Despite the various techniques proposed for target-dependent sentiment classification, their accuracies are still limited. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, all of these techniques use supervised learning [3] .Supervised learning needs a large set of labeled data. However, labeling microblogs is a time-consuming process that includes manual annotation, which tends to result in inaccurate sentiment classifications due to human errors and biased decisions. Using automated tools [4] for annotating micro-blogs may also affect the classification accuracy since the effectiveness of such tools are still limited. Another issue that may arise with supervised learning is the possibility of overfitting as well [5] which decreases accuracy of classifying unseen samples.
In this work, we address this gap by using semisupervised learning for target-dependent sentiment classification. We experimented with various semisupervised techniques and analyzed their performance. Subsequently, we propose a new technique that uses partially labeled data. We experimentally validated the new technique.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives a background for target-dependent sentiment classification and semi-supervised learning techniques. Section 3 presents a review of the literature. Section 4 explains the proposed semisupervised technique. Section 5 describes the experiment environment. Section 6 discusses the experiment results and provides due analysis. Section 7 presents some threats to the validity of our findings. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses some suggestions for future work.
Background
Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, comes under umbrella of natural language processing [6] [7] . It is also one of the active research areas in text mining which has gained much attention nowadays. The main goal of sentiment analysis is identifying polarity of opinions [8] . Sentiment analysis includes numerous subtopics such as polarity classification [9] , subjectivity detection [10] , review summarization [11] , and rumor detection [12] [13]. Our research focuses specifically on polarity classification, also referred to as sentiment classification. Target-independent sentiment classification fails to assign correct opinion to a micro-blog that includes more than one topic (target). Recently, some research works are proposed for dealing with target-dependent sentiment to increase accuracy of detecting opinion polarity expressed in micro-blogs. Systems of target-dependent sentiment classification detect opinion polarity expressed in micro-blog by focusing on the requested target which is included in the micro-blog. Thus, target-dependent strategy may detect different opinions for the same micro-blog by considering the interested target. Whereas, targetindependent strategy assigns always same opinion polarity to the micro-blog regardless number of included targets. As a result of, target-independent strategy may lead to degrade classification accuracy.
For example, when we try to analyze a microblog "I prefer Samsung mobile more than iPhone" by using target-independent strategy, the detected opinion polarity will be "positive" since the microblog includes only positive phrases ("prefer" and "more than"). While, the detected opinion polarity will be more accurate when using target-dependent strategy by identifying "positive" outcome for "Samsung" target and "negative" output if the interested target is "iPhone".
We can categorize machine learning techniques that are used with sentiment analysis into three classes: Supervised, unsupervised and semisupervised. Supervised learning techniques use only labeled micro-blogs for training sentiment classifier [14] while unsupervised methods use only unlabeled micro-blogs such as lexicon-based techniques [15] . The third machine learning category [16] , which includes semi-supervised learning techniques, uses both labeled and unlabeled micro-blogs for training sentiment analysis tools [17] . Semi-supervised learning techniques possess a desirable characteristic for building sentiment analysis system since they do not require annotating large numbers of micro-blogs for training.
Semi-supervised K-means (SK-means) is based on using labeled samples for selecting initial values of centroids [18] when applying K-means method. Label propagation model is an improved k-NearestNeighbor (kNN) method for finding closer unlabeled samples that are similar to labeled ones [19] .QuasiNewton semi-supervised support vector machines (QN-S3VM) is an extended model of support vector machines (SVM) for making SVM mimics a semisupervised model by using both labeled and unlabeled samples during training phase instead of using only labeled ones [20] .
Self-training, also called self-learning or selflabeling, is a technique used to learn from unlabeled data [16] . In this technique, a model is trained using a supervised learning technique by using labeled data points. Then, that model is used to detect sentiment polarities of the unlabeled data points. All unlabeled data points that generate high confidence predictions are added to the labeled dataset. After that, a model is trained again using the supervised learning technique using the larger labeled dataset. This process repeats for many rounds to hit the best accuracy.
Literature Review
Numerous approaches have been proposed in the literature for increasing the accuracy of targetindependent sentiment classification. Dong et al. [21] integrated target information with recursive neural network to exploit the power of deep learning. Quan and Ren [22] proposed a similarity based approach to provide more fine grained sentiment analysis.
Vo and Zhang [23] generated word2vec features that are suitable for target-dependent sentiment classification. They reported efficiency of using these features by applying SVM with sentiment classification. Using the same dataset, they compared their work with previous works [2] [21] [24] . They were able to show that their feature set was superior to those of the other works. More recently, Tang et al. [25] proposed target-dependent long short-term memory (LSTM) models where they reported accuracy improvement by 0.4% over the work of Vo and Zhang [23] ; there were no improvement in terms of the macro-F1 score.
Gated neural networks (GNN) has been employed with targeted sentiment classification [26] for increasing classification accuracy. A comparison with a baseline technique [23] is presented by combining three datasets that include the dataset used by the baseline work. Recently, Wang et al. [27] use recursive neural networks (RNN) for classifying micro-blog streams based on targetdependent sentiment classification. To deal with the scarcity of labeled data, they used data clustering for partitioning unlabeled micro-blogs and selecting randomly some micro-blogs from the resulted groups. The selected micro-blogs are labeled manually for training RNN. A very recent work used bi-directional gated recurrent unit for improving accuracy of target-dependent sentiment classification [28] which increased the classification accuracy to 72.3% in comparison with previous related works.
For a comprehensive survey on the subject, the reader is advised to consult the recent work by Abudalfa and Ahmed [3] . The survey concludes that all of the approaches proposed for targetindependent sentiment classification use supervised learning techniques.
Additionally, the survey reveals that exploiting semi-supervised learning techniques in sentiment analysis has not received enough attention from researchers. More specifically, the survey notes that there is no reported research that uses semi-supervised learning techniques for target-dependent sentiment classification.
In this research, we address the scarcity of labeled data by applying a semi-supervised technique. The technique also resulted in better accuracy due to its ability to avoid overfitting.
Solution Approach

Overview
Our objective in this research is to investigate the suitability of employing semi-supervised learning techniques in target-dependent sentiment classification. We applied various semi-supervised learning techniques as we discuss in Section 6. We selected mainly semi-supervised K-means [29] , label propagation models [30] , Quasi-Newton semisupervised support vector machines [31] , and SelfTraining [16] . We avoided applying semi-supervised techniques that increases time complexity sharply such as semi-supervised deep learning [32] . Results show that some techniques perform better than others. However, accuracies were not that satisfactory. Consequently, we adopted and adapted the self-training technique with linear logistic regression to improve the accuracy. Our proposed technique adds a new level to assess the confidence in the labeling done during the self-training. This extra level, namely SVME, was shown to improve the overall accuracy.
We used two methods for calculating confidence values. The first one, namely SelfTrP, is based on calculating probabilities resulted when predicting the unlabeled data point. While, the other method, namely SelfTrH, uses formula (Eq. 1) provided by S. Ravi [33] :
where d is the distance from data point x to decision boundary hyperplane of M (data trained on labeled data), y is the label of x according to hyperplane of M, µ is mean of distances to hyperplane of M, σ is standard deviation of distances to hyperplane of M, and δ is a threshold.
We applied this formula to construct a decision boundary of three dimensions for fitting the classification problem which includes three classes (positive, negative, and neutral). This method adds the unlabeled sample to labeled training set and removes it from the unlabeled set.
Improved Self-training with Probabilities
Unlike some techniques proposed in the literature which are restricted to only deal with problems of binary classification, our proposed technique (ImproveSelfTrP) can handle multiclass sentiment classifications. For the sake of illustration and without loss of generality, we focus the discussion on classifying micro-blogs into three categories: positive, negative, and neutral. Fig. 1 illustrates a general framework of our proposed technique. Our proposed technique uses two classifiers, namely, SVMT and SVME. SVMT denotes the classifier that is used for applying self-training semisupervised learning. While, SVME denotes a classifier that is used for detecting misclassified data points. As shown in Fig. 2 , SVMT is trained and used at each iteration to predict the originally labeled data points. Correctly labeled data points are marked as true classified. Mislabeled data points are marked as false classification. SVME is then trained by using these two classes: true and false classification.
When predicting the testing data (as shown in Fig. 3 ), we use both SVMT and SVME for making the final decision. If SVME classified the selected data point as true classified. Then, the final decision is selected based on the original prediction result provided by SVMT classier. Otherwise, we selected different sentimental label. For example, if the problem deals with three classes we select the sentimental label that provided confidence in the middle between the highest confidence and lowest confidence that are provided by SVMT classier when predicting the corresponding data point. SVME is meant to improve classification accuracy by trying to predict misclassified data points before identifying sentiments expressed in micro-blogs. SVME is trained by collecting two data classes. The first class includes all labeled data points that are classified correctly by using SVMT model. While, the other class contains all labeled data points that are misclassified when applying SVMT model.
We can use any classifier when building SVMT and SVME models. However, we used in this work a linear logistic regression. The linear logistic regression requires an input parameter C (an inverse of regularization strength) which has an effect on its accuracy. However, any classifiers that would be used for SVMT and SVME would be sensitive to some own parameters.
Moreover, our proposed technique uses input parameter P for specifying confidence level of transferring predicted data point from unlabeled data into labeled set during each training round of selftraining technique. We should initialize this parameter before running the system and selecting the best value that performs high classification accuracy. Fig.3 shows how our proposed technique predicts opinion polarity expressed in each micro-blog. We use SVMT for detecting the three prediction probabilities (P+, P-, Po) toward input micro-blog. P+ value determines confidence probability of identifying the predicted data point as positive sentiment, while P-and Po refer to confidence probabilities of identifying negative and neutral opinions respectively.
Performance of the detection model is based on accuracy of SVME classifier when predicting whether a data point m is converged to misclassification or classified correctly. If SVME predicts m as correctly classified (CLS = true), then the sentiment outcome will belong normally to opinion polarity which gives maximum confidence probability (max(P+,P-,Po)).In the example shown in the figure the sentiment which gives the maximum confidence probability is positive. While, if m is predicted as misclassified (CLS = false) then our technique will select the sentiment outcome that corresponding to the second maximum (max2(P+,P-,Po)) confidence probability. In the example shown in the figure the sentiment which gives the 2 nd maximum confidence probability is negative.
Mechanism of working the proposed technique is based on our expectation that the third value of confidence probabilities (the smallest confidence probability) leads usually to wrong sentiment outcome. Thus, the sentiment outcome will be belonged usually to the sentiment corresponding to the maximum confidence probability, if SVME model predicts the micro-blog as correctly classified. Otherwise we should change it to the other sentiment which is corresponding to the second maximum confidence probability.
Experiment Setup
We conducted many experiments to test the classification accuracy using semi-supervised learning. The development tools and hardware platform specifications are described in Table 1 and  Table 2 respectively. We developed all experiments by using a dataset that is collected by Dong et al. [21] and has been utilized by many other researchers 1 . The dataset consists of 6248 tweets for training and 692 tweets for testing. The distribution of sentiment polarities of micro-blog (in both training and testing data) is 25% are positive tweets, 25% are negative tweets, and the rest 50% are neutral tweets. We use same word2vec embeddings2 that are designed as feature attributes by D. Vo and Y. Zhang [23] for developing all experiments. We also used LIBLINEAR 3 for scaling feature attributes. Based on our experiment work, we initialized C parameter to 0.009 when building all SVM models for providing high classification accuracy. We also fixed value of P parameter to 0.9 when generating all results that assess efficiency of our proposed technique.
We used the Quasi-Newton Optimization Framework 4 for applying the QN-S3VM experiments. That tool offered through this framework supports only binary classifiers. Thereby, we used multiclass strategies [34] to allow classifications into three classes.
When applying semi-supervised learning technique (SK-means), we used Cosine distance measure that performed better results based on our experiment work in comparison with other distance measures such as Euclidian.
To compare performance of the proposed technique with others, we used two measures: Classification accuracy and Macro-F1 score. Classification accuracy is the ratio of micro-blogs that are classified correctly to all ones [35] . The F1-score (also known as F-score or F-measure) is the average of precision and recall, and its best score is 1 while the worst score is 0. Precision is the ratio of micro-blogs that are correctly classified as positive to all micro-blogs classified as positive. Recall (which also known as true positive rate) is the ratio of micro-blogs that are classified correctly as positive to all positive micro-blogs. F1-score is used with binary classification problem which includes only two classes (positive and negative). Thus, we used macro-F1 score to calculate F1-score for multiclass classification (more than two classes) [36] . 4 http://www.fabiangieseke.de/index.php/code/qns3vm
Experiment Results
In this section, we discuss the performance of various semi-supervised learning techniques, along with ours, for target-dependent sentiment classification. It is worth noting that in order to statistically compare our proposed solution with other techniques, we repeated each run twelve times for each technique. We report the highest values achieved. We opted to report the highest values so that we can compare to others who only reported their highest results. Table 3 describes all models that are evaluated in this work. All supervised learning models are reported in previous related work [25] except SSWE which is proposed by Tang et al. [24] and reported by Vo at al. [23] as comparable model. The rest of Table 3 describes all evaluated and improved semisupervised learning techniques in comparison with our technique. Table 4 shows results of our experiments in comparison with previous related works. The last part in the table illustrates accuracy and macro-F1 score of predicating sentiments by using semisupervised learning models. We run out each experiment 12 times by selecting different parts of labeled data from the training set. Each experiment is executed also with different ratio of labeled data. The ratio is changed incrementally from 0.01 to 0.63 with increasing step equals 0.02. The reported results indicate to the highest accuracy and macro-F1 score that are achieved by training each model with the lowest ratio of labeled micro-blogs.
It is worth noting that semi-supervised learning techniques have been known in the literature to improve classification accuracy in comparison with supervised learning techniques; however, they use same number of labeled samples plus extra unlabeled ones. In this work, we evaluate efficacy of our proposed semi-supervised learning technique by using less number of labeled micro-blogs than that used with supervised learning techniques.
The experiment results show that SK-means technique provides the worst results in comparison with other semi-supervised learning models. This observation discloses that the used dataset is complex and the three classes (positive, negative, and neutral) are not well separated. Thus, we can conclude that applying data clustering for classifying the used dataset does not provide competitive results. The experiment results show also that using Cosine distance when applying SK-means technique to the used dataset achieves the best results in comparison with using other distance measures such as Euclidean distance.
All experiments which are conducted for applying the label propagation technique illustrate that this technique can sharply decrease the ratio of the labeled data that is needed to apply semisupervised learning. In spite of its limited classification accuracy, this technique outperforms SK-means technique. Additionally, we noticed that using radial basis function (RBF) kernel with label propagation technique increases classification accuracy in comparison with using kNN kernel.
As shown in Table 4 , our proposed technique (ImproveSelfTrP) provides comparative accuracy in comparison with other evaluated supervised leaning models while uses partially labeled data. It outperforms all evaluated semi-supervised learning models. It is clear that our proposed solution provides the highest classification accuracy which is achieved also by using a very recent work employed a deep learning model (Bi-GRU). It is interesting also to clarify that the proposed semi-supervised learning technique archived the highest classification accuracy by using only 45% of labeled data. Whereas, learning other supervised learning models with this ratio results in lower classification accuracy. The proposed technique does not provide the best macro-F1 score. However, it outperforms (in terms of both accuracy and macor-F1 score) a recent deep learning model TC-LSTM (macro-F1 score equals 69.5%) which provided an increase in classification accuracy equals 71.5%.
Our explication for not achieving the best macro-F1 score when applying our proposed model tends to that the used dataset has large number of neutral tweets. The proposed technique is designed to predict neutral tweets more accurately. It selects the second maximum of prediction probabilities which works better when classifying initially neutral tweets incorrectly. Thus, our technique will correct the outcome to neutral sentiment which is related usually to the second maximum of prediction probabilities (P+, P-, and Po). While, positive and negative tweets may be misclassified when they lead alternately to lowest or largest prediction. As a result of this, classification accuracy is increased while the macro-F1 score may not match this improvement.
We conducted an experiment to evaluate the impact of the ration of the labeled data on the accuracy. Fig. 4 illustrates results of applying ImproveSelfTrP when using different ratios of labeled data along with the corresponding confidence interval among the 12 runs. The figure shows that the mean of classification accuracies is improved gradually when increasing ratio of labeled data. While, the accuracy did not improve significantly when increasing the ratio more than 29%.The results converge also to high confidence since each confidence interval is so small.
It is worth also mentioning that the semisupervised learning model S3VMOVR outperforms all supervised learning models except Bi-GRU in terms of both classification accuracy and macro-F1 score. S3VMOVR outperforms the supervised learning model Target-dep+ which uses same feature attributes and provides the second best macro-F1 score (equals to 69.9%). It also outperforms the supervised learning model TC-LSTM which provided the second best classification accuracy (equals to 71.5%) over all supervised learning techniques that are used for target-dependent sentiment classification.
On the other hand, S3VMOVR model is not a robust model since its accuracy is sensitive to initializing a random parameter that is used with Quasi-Newton optimization method. While, our proposed technique does not use any random parameters and it is more robust when using same ratio of labeled and unlabeled micro-blogs. Moreover, when using QN-S3VM models we need to initialize two additional parameters (λ and λ') which make using QN-S3VM model more difficult when finding the optimum values of all these parameters.
Threats to Validity
In our experiments, we used a very popular dataset used in the literature. The dataset contained 25% positive, 25% negative, and 50% neutral sentiments. It is not conclusive that applying our techniques to other datasets with different distributions would result in the same classification accuracy. We could not investigate this matter further because there was no other relevant public datasets available.
Moreover, our experiments revealed that results are sensitive to initial values that are used when setting the parameters. Additionally, the ratio of labeled data and the selected labeled samples affect significantly on the classification accuracy. Table 3 Description of all compared methods
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Method
Description Class SSWE Sentiment-specific word embedding model [24] . S SVM-indep SVM classifier uses only target-independent features. S SVM-dep SVM classifier uses target-independent features concatenated with target-dependent features [2] . S RecursiveNN Standard recursive neural network with target-dependent dependency tree [21] . S AdaRNN-w/oE Adaptive recursive neural network (RNN) [21] . S AdaRNN-w/E Adaptive recursive neural network (RNN) [21] . S AdaRNN-comb Adaptive recursive neural network (RNN) [21] . S Target-dep SVM classifier uses rich target-independent and target-dependent features [23] . S Target-dep+ SVM classifier uses rich target-independent, target-dependent, and sentiment lexicon features [23] . S LSTM Long short-term memory model (recurrent neural network) uses Glove vector. It classifies target-dependent sentiment based on target independent strategy [25] .
S TD-LSTM Target-Dependent LSTM [25] . S TC-LSTM Target-Connection LSTM [25] . S Bi-GRU Bi-directional gated recurrent unit for target-dependent sentiment classification [28] . 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we address the problem of accuracy limitation with target-dependent sentiment classification as well as the need to huge labeled data for training current techniques. We evaluated different semi-supervised learning techniques and conducted many experiments to compare their performance. As an outcome of the comparison, we were able to propose a new semi-supervised learning technique for decreasing number of labeled microblogs that are needed for training target-dependent sentiment classification model. This work can be extended in different directions. It is worth investigating optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms for finding the global optimum values of parameters that are used for building semi-supervised learning models. This work can be extended also by testing the performance of using other semi-supervised learning techniques. It would be also interesting to develop methods for determining the minimal required number of labeled micro-blogs that can be used for achieving the best accuracy. Such micro-blogs should form a representative sample adequate enough to classify the overall input data. Moreover, future work could investigate developing clusterbased technique for partitioning input micro-blogs and selecting specific samples with high confidence for providing high classification accuracy.
Additionally, another research direction may improve both classification accuracy and macro-F1 score by combining more than one semi-supervised learning techniques such as merging our technique (ImproveSelfTrP) with S3VMOVR. In the same manner, extending label propagation technique may improve classification accuracy by using lower ratio of labeled data.
